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Abstract—Machine Learning (ML) is gaining increasing pop-
ularity to tackle uncertainty in physical systems, such as modern
power systems. However, ML models can be hardly trained
for newly-built power grids with limited data, especially when
different power grids have different dimensionalities and dis-
tributions for measurement data. To tackle this problem, we
propose a novel Heterogeneous Transfer Learning (HTL)-based
method to boost the data volume of the target grid. Specifically,
we propose a Merged Multi-Modal Gaussian Graphical Model
(M3G2M ) with a physical data merging process for knowl-
edge transfer. To solve the maximum likelihood estimation of
M3G2M with imbalanced data from two grids, we propose a
novel Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Finally, we quantify
the negative transfer via the KL-Divergence to measure the
distribution similarity between the source grid and the target grid
for the transferring confidence. We demonstrate the advantages
and the generalizability of our proposed models in diversified
data sets for power systems and human action-sensing systems.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous Transfer Learning, Merged
Multi-Modal Gaussian Graphical Model, Maximum Likelihood
Estimation, Expectation-Maximization Algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the modern power grid is accompanied
by the integration of highly-uncertain components, e.g., re-
newable power generations [1]. This uncertainty decreases the
accuracy of traditional power-system analyses and encourages
Machine Learning (ML) approaches for fast and accurate
power system monitoring and control. ML-based works usu-
ally assume enough operational data in the learning process.
For example, [2] utilizes a grid’s nodal voltage data and event
records to train supervised and semi-supervised models for
event identification. [3] employs unsupervised techniques to
cluster nodes in a system for security assessment. [4] utilizes
reinforcement learning to analyze the grid’s frequency for
frequency regulation. Unfortunately, these works can hardly
tackle the common upgrading process of old grids with new
nodes/lines or meters, not to mention a completely new grid.

For our analysis of such difficulty, we denote the grids of
new setups as the target grid and the unchanged grid with
relatively long historical operation as the source grid. Transfer
Learning (TL) is defined conceptually as a way to efficiently
transfer knowledge from the source grid to the target grid and
boost the ML model performance in the target grid. To build an
efficient TL model, however, we have the following questions.

Fig. 1: Our proposed framework.

What to Transfer? There are multiple types of power data
like voltages, currents, frequencies, loads, generations, etc. So,
what data should we use to find shared knowledge?

How to Transfer? The source and the target grids often
have heterogeneous datasets from the different numbers of
meters, the different data distributions and the multi-modals
of the distributions. For example, solar power has different
energy generation patterns during the day-time and the night-
time [5]. With the data heterogeneity, how can we formalize
a reasonable model to gain shared knowledge?

When to Transfer? Negative transfer may happen if two
grids’ data distributions are far from each other. Therefore, we
need to define a metric to measure the cross-grid transferability
and avoid the negative transfer.

Is There a Model Generalizability? Some other cyber-
physical systems (CPS) [6], brain systems [7] and human
action-sensing system [8] face similar data properties like
network structure with different meters and multi-modals.
Thus, we hope to find a generalizable model that can be
applied to other systems.

To handle the questions above, we propose a framework in
Fig. 1. Firstly, under physical guidance, we select useful data
with shared knowledge and model them via two Multi-Modal
Gaussian Graphical Models. Then, we employ a merging
process with physical-constraints to combine the two graphical
models into a Merged Multi-Modal Gaussian Graphical
Model (M3G2M ) to positively merge a subset of data. Due to
the imbalanced samples of variables from the merging process,
we show the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of
M3G2M is non-convex. Therefore, we propose an especially-



designed Expectation-Maximization (EM) to solve the MLE
problem. Finally, to quantify the transferability and ensure the
model generalizability, we propose a distribution measure. As
is shown in Fig. 1, if the measure h ≤ ε, where h is the
proposed measure, and ε is a threshold, the merging process
is doable for a positive transfer. Thus, other systems with
unknown physical constraints can still employ M3G2M for
system-based HTL.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Heterogeneous Transfer Learning
The general goal of Heterogeneous Transfer Learning is to

find a transformation or a common subspace of the knowledge
representation between the source and the target. The knowl-
edge representation can include features [9], trained parame-
ters [10], and feature relationship [11]. These representations,
however, can’t be directly applied to physical system transfer
learning due to the unclear understanding of what the common
knowledge is, how it can be transferred, and when the transfer
may have bad effects (i.e., the negative transfer). In our paper,
we show that the power uncertainty in the system can be
modeled as a multi-modal GGM, and a merging process can
be applied for the knowledge transferring.

To the author’s best knowledge, only [12], [13] talk about
HTL applications with graphical models, specifically, restric-
tive Boltzmann Machine (RBM). However, they focus on using
RBM to connect the disjoint feature spaces of the source and
the target, but do not pay attention to graphical model learning
within two feature spaces.
B. Multi-Modal Gaussian Graphical Model

Gaussian Graphical Model (GGM) describes the statistical
relationships among multiple variables based on a graph and
has frequent applications on many domains like natural sci-
ences, social sciences, economics, etc [14]. Such a wild usage
comes from not only simple and well-established mathematical
foundations of GGM but also a strong Gaussianity guaran-
tee of real-world variables due to the central limit theorem
[15]. For power systems, the Gaussian assumption is also
doable to depict the uncertainty of loads/generations since
the loads/generations are synthetic results of many factors like
weather, time and human behaviors, etc.

The multi-modal or multi-task GGM aims to model the un-
derlying distribution with multiple modals [16]. For instance,
the structure of brain region interactions for 2 persons may
require 2 modals of GGM for modeling [17]. The residential
power load may have seasonal periods [18] to encourage a
4-modal GGM. With such a target, the multi-modal GGM can
improve the accuracy of underlying distribution learning.

In the estimation process, however, finding the structure
of each GGM independently encounters large computational
burdens and overfitting problems. Therefore, existing works
of multi-modal GGM consider the similarity of datasets and
force a shared sparsity pattern among different modals [16],
[17]. Such a goal is achieved via a joint maximum likeli-
hood estimation with a group sparsity regularization, solved
by efficient and provably convergent algorithms like Block
Coordinate Descent Method in [17].

In this paper, we modify the multi-modal GGM with a sub-
dataset merging process, leading to our M3G2M . Therefore,
M3G2M has imbalanced data for different variables, requir-
ing new solving algorithms.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we thoroughly describe the framework in
Fig. 1 to solve the HTL problem in power systems.
A. Problem Definition

We assume K-modal, Nk samples of electrical measure-
ments DS,k for the kth modal, including state variables
(voltage and current magnitude/angle and frequency) and other
measurements (loads, generations), for the source grid. DS,k

is a Nk×dS matrix where dS is the source grid measurement
dimensionality. Similarly, we denote Mk and the Mk×dT data
matrix DT ,k for the target grid. Usually, we have dS 6= dT

and Mk � Nk,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K. Then, we have the following
problem definition.
• Problem: Heterogeneous Transfer Learning-based graph-

ical model estimation for power systems.
• Input: K, Nk, dS , Mk, dT , and measurements

DS,k,DT ,k,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K.
• Output: parameters of multi-modal GGM for the target

grid.
With learned parameters, we can easily conduct inference

and sampling processes for the target grid.
B. Multi-Modal GGMs for Power Systems

In this subsection, we employ the physical understandings
to indicate that the net power data not only determines the
system states but also has strong cross-grid similarity. Thus,
their hidden distribution, the multi-modal GGM, can be the
transferable knowledge for power systems.

The functionality of the power system is to instantly trans-
mit power from the generation sides to the load sides in the
long-term stable operation. Though for such a goal, many
complex controlling devices are added, the normally-operated
system can be analyzed via the so-call quadratic power flow
equations or its linearized version. These equations show that
the net power, i.e., generation power minuses the load power,
determines the system states, and brings the data variance for
the stable system.

Specifically, we have the linear function P = BΘ, where P
denotes a vector variable to represent all buses’ net power, Θ
denotes the vector variables that represent all buses’ voltage
angle (i.e., system states), and matrix B denote the weighted
Laplacian matrix for the grid.

B is generally not invertible. However, if we eliminate the
reference bus variables and the corresponding row and column
in B, we can obtain an invertible matrix. After elimination,
for the sake of later derivation, we assume all notations don’t
change. Thus, we have Θ = B−1P. This equation shows that
the system states (i.e., nodal voltage angles) are determined
by the net power. Thus, in the measurement space, we only
need to mine knowledge from the net power P.

Data in P are multi-modal time-series and usually have
some fixed cycle, i.e., seasonality [19]. We can model the



Fig. 2: Illustration of 3 scenarios for power grid transfer
learning.

k-modal (1 ≤ k ≤ K) time series net power via a fixed
seasonal component Pk

cycle and a multivariate Gaussian term
Pk. Namely, Pk = Pk

cycle + Pk.
Pk can be modeled as a GGM where each node represents a

net-power-error variable in the grid. Totally, we have a multi-
modal GGM for P = {Pk}Kk=1. Given the data of all modals,
we can estimate the structure and the edge weights of the
multi-modal GGM via a MLE process [16], [17].

Further, we denote PS and PT as the variables of the net
power error for the source and the target grid, respectively. PS
and PT have similar data patterns for a subset of nodes. For
example, the residential nodes for different grids have similar
human power-consumption patterns.

The data realizations of PS and PT can be obtained via
the centralization of the net power measurements in DS,k and
DT ,k (∀1 ≤ k ≤ K). With the input data, we aim at learning
the target grid’s multi-modal GGM for variables PT or the
marginal distributions of the PT with some partitions. The
latter appears when the power system doesn’t have measure-
ments for all buses.
C. Merging Process and M3G2M

With the above modeling, our goal becomes to use data from
both the source and the target grid to promote the learning of
the multi-modal GGM in the target grid. In this subsection,
we show the goal can be achieved via merging the two multi-
modal GGMs, yielding our M3G2M .

For the sake of a thorough consideration, we include the
following 3 scenarios of source/target grids: a, new metering.
New meters are added to the grid to increase the data di-
mensionality. b, new components. New lines/nodes are added
to the grid to change the data distribution and increase the
data dimensionality. c, new grids. The new grid is built so the
data distribution and dimensionality change. The illustration
of these 3 scenarios is shown in Fig. 2. The R, E partitioning
of the grid will be claimed in the following paragraphs.

For scenarios a and b, we show how physical constraints
help to merge the models and enable the positive transfer.
For scenarios c, we present that if there are no clear physical

constraints, how can we do the merging process with a
measure to quantify the negative transfer. Thus, the model can
be generalized to other systems.

Scenario a, new metering. We denote R as the metered-
bus set of the source grid and E as the newly-added metered-
bus set. Then, for the k-modal (∀1 ≤ k ≤ K), the measure-
ment space contains Nk samples of PS,kR or Mk samples of
(PT ,k

R ,PT ,k
E ). Since adding new meters won’t change the data

distribution, in the merging process, we have PS,kR = PT ,k
R .

As a result, our M3G2M contains Nk +Mk samples of Pk
R

and Mk samples of Pk
E , where we remove the superscripts S

and T for the sake of simplicity.
Scenario b, new components. With the same metered

bus partitioning, we still have Nk samples of PS,kR or Mk

samples of (PT ,k
R ,PT ,k

E ). However, the data distribution of
p(PS,kR ) 6= p(PT ,k

R ) due to the newly added components.
Specifically, the new loads in the E set need to be linearly
reassigned to the generators of R set due to the power system
frequency response. Let dk denote the assignment factor.
Hence, we have: PT ,k

R = PS,kR −dk1TPT ,k
E , where T denotes

the transpose operation. The linearity the above equation
makes it also valid for PS,kR , PT ,k

R , and PT ,k
E . Therefore, we

can utilize this equation for the merging process and convert
data of PS,kR to PT ,k

R , yielding the same M3G2M model as
scenario a.

Scenario c, new grid. In this case, there are no clear physi-
cal constraints to imply what and how to merge. However, the
cross-grid data similarity encourages to choose a common set
of metered bus R with small distribution divergence between
the source and the target grid.

Hence, we utilize the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence
to measure these two multivariate Gaussian distributions’
distance:

KL(PS,kR ,PT ,k
R ) =

1

2

(
log

det ST ,k

det SS,k
−|R|+tr

(
(ST ,k)−1SS,k)

))
,

(1)
where ST ,k,SS,k represent the sample variance matrix of
PS,kR ,PT ,k

R , respectively, |R| is the cardinality of R set, and
log(·), det(·), tr(·) represent the operations to calculate the
log, matrix determinant, and matrix trace, respectively. Then,
we reweight the KL-divergence under multi-modal data to
measure the distance under multi-modals:

h(PSR,PTR ) =

K∑
k=1

(
(Nk +Mk) ·KL(PS,kR ,PT ,k

R )
)

K∑
k=1

(Nk +Mk)

. (2)

Equations (1), (2) help to find the R set and if h value is
small, we can denote PS,kR = PT ,k

R to merge the graphical
models. Finally, let E denote the complement metered-bus set
of R set in the target grid, and we have the same M3G2M
as scenario a.



Finally, we formalize the estimation of M3G2M as follows:

argmax
∀k,Ωk,Ω

′
k�0

K∑
k=1

(
MkLSk

(Ωk) +NkLUk
(Ω

′

k)
)
− λ||Ω||1,p,

s.t. ∀k,Ω−1k [R,R] = (Ω
′

k)−1,
(3)

where Ωk and Ω
′

k (Sk and Uk) are kth precision matrices
(covariance matrices) for Mk samples of (Pk

R,Pk
E) and Nk

samples of Pk
R, respectively. ·[R,R] represents the matrix

partition with respect to node set R. The constraint is to
restrict the R-partitioned marginal distribution of (Pk

R,Pk
E)

to be the same as the distribution of Pk
R. L is the log-

likelihood function: LS(Ω) = log det Ω − tr(SΩ), where S
represents the sample covariance matrix, and Ω is the variable
of precision matrix.

The regularization term of equation (3) is to restrict the
shared sparsity of graphical model structures among all
modals, thus reducing the computational burden and the
overfitting problem [17]. Specifically, we have: ||Ω||1,p =

L∑
j,j′=1

(∑K
k=1 |Ωk,jj′ |p

) 1
p , where L is the number of nodes

for one GGM, Ωk is the kth precision matrix, and Ωk,jj′

represents the (j, j
′
)th entry of Ωk. When p > 2, the

regularizer restricts the joint structure
(∑K

k=1 |Ωk,jj′ |p
) 1

p to
be sparse [16].

D. Expectation Maximization Algorithm to Estimate M3G2M

The objective function of equation (3) is concave over the
region of S�0 [17]. However, the equality constraint is not
affine so the optimization is not a convex problem. Thus, we
propose an EM algorithm to solve the problem in Algorithm
1.

Specifically, we have:
• E step: for the tth iteration, the kth task and the ith sam-

ple ∆pk,i
R in Nk, compute qik(Pk

E) = f(Pk
E |∆pk,i

R ,Ωt
k),

where f is the density function of multivariate Gaussian
distribution, and Ωt

k is the precision matrix of (Pk
R,Pk

E)
for the tth iteration.

• M step: to obtain Ωt+1
k , maximize over Ωk for the

function:
K∑

k=1

(
MkLSk

(Ωk)+

Nk∑
i=1

∫
Pk

E

qik(Pk
E)LSi

k
(Ωk)

)
−λ||Ω||1,p,

(4)
where Si

k = (Pi
k)(Pi

k)T and Pi
k = [∆pk,i

R ;Pk
E ].

In the M step, the constraint in equation (3) is naturally
relaxed by using Ωk as the precision matrix for the Gaussian
distribution of Pi

k.
We specify the calculation for the E and M steps as follows.

In the E step, we have (Pk
E |∆pk,i

R ,Ωt
k) ∼ N (µi

k,Σ
i
k), where

N represents the multivariate Gaussian distribution. By the
property of the Gaussian Graphical Model,

µi
k = µk

E + Ωt
k[E,E]−1Ωt

k[E,R](∆pk,i
R − µk

R),

= Ωt
k[E,E]−1Ωt

k[E,R]∆pk,i
R ,

(5)

Algorithm 1: Expectation-Maximization to Estimate
M3G2M

Function EM-M3G2M
Input: ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, Nk samples for Pk

R and Mk

samples for (Pk
R,Pk

E);
Initialize: Ω0

k = Sk, where Sk is the sample
covariance matrix from the Mk samples.
Maximum iteration Tmax;

forall 1 ≤ t ≤ Tmax do
forall 1 ≤ k ≤ K do

forall 1 ≤ i ≤ Nk do
E step: compute
qik(Pk

E) = f(Pk
E |∆pk,i

R ,Ωt
k) with

equation (5) and (6);
M step: obtain Ωt+1

k by solving
M3G2M model of equation (8) with
Block Coordinate Descent Algorithm;

end
end

end
Output: optimal Ωk(∀1 ≤ k ≤ K) of equation (3);

end

where µk
E ,µ

k
R are the sample means of Pk

E ,Pk
R, respectively,

and the second equality holds by the fact that (Pk
R,Pk

E) have
zero mean. For the conditional covariance matrix, we have:

Σi
k = Ωk

t [E,E]−1. (6)

In the M step, we only need to derive∫
Pk

E
qik(Pk

E)LSi
k
(Ωk),∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nk:

∫
Pk

E

qik(Pk
E)LSi

k
(Ωk),

=

∫
Pk

E

qik(Pk
E) ·

(
log(det(Ωk))− tr(Si

kΩk)
)
,

= log(det(Ωk))−
∫
Pk

E

qik(Pk
E) · (Pi

k)TΩkPi
k,

(7)

where we can insert the expressions of Pi
k and qik(Pk

E) to
calculate the integral. After derivations, we can rewrite the M
step’s optimization function (equation (4)) as:

K∑
k=1

(Mk+Nk)
(

log det Ωk−tr((αkSk+βkHk)Ωk)
)
−λ||Ω||1,p,

(8)
where αk = Mk

Mk+Nk
, and βk = Nk

Mk+Nk
. Let Uk be the

covariance matrix of Nk samples of Pk
R, we have:

Hk[R,R] = Uk,

Hk[E,R] = −Ωt
k[E,E]−1Ωt

k[E,R]Uk,

Hk[R,E] = (Hk[E,R])T ,

Hk[E,E] = Σi
k + µi

k(µi
k)T .

(9)



Equation (8) is a MLE problem for M3G2M with the group
sparsity regularization term. [17] provides an efficient Block
Coordinate Descent Method to solve this problem.

With the above derivations, Algorithm (1) can efficiently
solve the optimization in equation (3) and achieve Ωk for the
kth-modal GGM.

IV. EXPERIMENT

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first work
to consider HTL for the multi-modal GGM estimation. Thus,
we evaluate our proposed M3G2M against the state-of-the-
art method to learn multi-modal GGMs [16], [17]. M3G2M
is validated via 6 power system datasets and human activity
datasets. The latter suggests the generalizability of our model.

A. Dataset Description

PJM Load Dataset and IEEE Power Grids Dataset.
The load power data is from real-world power consumption
in PJM Interconnection LLC (PJM) [20]. With load data,
we intorudce IEEE standard power system models in the
high-level simulation toolbox MATPOWER [21] based on
MATLAB. Therefore, we incorporate IEEE 9-, 14-, 18-, 22-,
24-, and 30-systems for experiments. With these system data
and the PJM loading files, MATPOWER can finally provide
one year’s system operational data.

Human Activity Dataset (HAD). HAD is from an action
measuring system to measure the acceleration and the angular
acceleration for actions [8]. In general, the researchers employ
14 subjects to do 12 actions, each of which has 5 trials.
B. Setting

We consider 3 transferring scenarios in power systems
in Section III-C. For scenario a, new metering, we assume
3/4/5/6 missing meters are recently placed for all IEEE
systems. For scenario b, new components, we add 4 load nodes
for each system. For scenario c, new grids, we try to transfer
knowledge from 9-bus to 30-bus (i.e., 9→ 30 for shorthand).
We consider different choices of R set and obtain different
h values for the cross-grid data similarity. For all scenarios,
we assume 4 modals to represent 4 seasonal loading patterns
within 1 year. For each modal, we assume 6000 and 300
samples for the source and the target grid, respectively.

For HAD dataset, we use the data of 2 subjects, 5 actions,
and 5 trials for each action. For one subject, we utilize 5-
modal GGM to describe the 5 actions. In our experiment,
we assume subject 1 has full measurements from 6 meters,
yielding a 11500× 6 data matrix for each modal. Subject 2 is
a new person to take the trial with only 3 meters, bringing a
575 × 3 data matrix for each modal. With data, we consider
the following methods:
• M3G2M, 2 and M3G2M,∞, the M3G2M model with
L− 2 and L−∞ norm of the regularization term in the
M step.

• M2GM, 2 and M2GM,∞, the multi-modal Gaussian
graphical model with L − 2 and L − ∞ norm of the
regularization term [17].

To evaluate our model, we perform a 3-fold cross-validation
and report the sum of 4-modal log-likelihood on the testing

TABLE I: For scenario b with 4 load nodes newly-built, the
normalized log-likelihood for all methods.

GRIDS M3G2M, 2 M3G2M,∞ M2GM, 2 M2GM,∞
9-BUS 1 0.995 0.882 0.874
14-BUS 1 0.946 0.819 0.770
18-BUS 1 0.937 0.841 0.761
22-BUS 1 0.939 0.846 0.765
24-BUS 1 1 0.832 0.832
30-BUS 1 0.951 0.852 0.780

TABLE II: For scenario c, case 9 → 30, the normalized log-
likelihood for our proposed methods and benchmark methods.

h M3G2M, 2 M3G2M,∞ M2GM, 2 M2GM,∞
3.49 1 1 0.874 0.874
5.68 1 1 0.903 0.903
6.19 1 1 0.925 0.925
8.87 1 1 0.946 0.946

set [17]. Since for experiments, the non-nominal value of log-
likelihood can differ a lot, we divide the value by the maximum
absolute value for each trial for normalization.

C. Results for Power Systems

Result for scenario a. The result in Fig. 3 illustrates the
normalized testing log-likelihood with respect to the number
of new meters for all methods. We find that in all systems, our
M3G2M, 2 performs the best. The improvement of the testing
log-likelihood is around 10% compared to the benchmark
methods. If we add more new meters, the size of the target
grid’s GGM keeps increasing, thus lowering the performance
for all methods. Result for scenario b. The resulting Table.
I exhibits that for every system, if we introduce 4 load
nodes, M3G2M, 2 achieves the highest log-likelihood, with an
average of 23% increase compared to the benchmark methods.
Result for scenario c. The results are shown in Table II, where
we consider the transfer learning 9→ 30. We try to utilize our
defined h value to indicate the merging process. Namely, we
randomly select a subset from the target grid and calculate the
h value between data of that subset and that of the target grid.
A small value of h suggests that the data similarity between
the source and the selected part of the target grid is strong. In
Table II, we find that if we decrease the h value, our model’s
improvement compared to the benchmark methods is higher
and higher.

D. Results for HAD

The promising results in Table III of the HAD set shows
strong generalizability of our models. In this table, each
column represents a transfer learning experiment with different
meter locations for the target subject. For example, (1, 2, 3)
means that meters are located at nodes 1, 2, and 3. The blank
values in Table III represent the case when the method can’t
get the invertible precision matrix. We find that if h is larger



(a) 9-bus system. (b) 14-bus system. (c) 18-bus system. (d) 22-bus system. (e) 24-bus system. (f) 30-bus system.

Fig. 3: For 6 power systems, the normalized log-likelihood with respect to the number of new meters in scenario a.

TABLE III: For HAD set, we consider different metering
locations at the target subject with 3 meters. The log-likelihood
and h values are shown in the table.

METHOD (1,2,3) (1,2,4) (1,2,5) (1,2,6)

M3G2M, 2 -0.785 -0.718 -0.758
M3G2M,∞ -0.843 -0.698 -0.723 -0.785
M2GM, 2 -0.929 -0.928 -0.929
M2GM,∞ -1 -1 -1 -1
h 0.329 0.415 0.174 0.237

than 0.4, the data divergence is too large and we may not get
a numerically stable result. For cases when h < 0.4, we find
that our model improves more for the testing log-likelihood
when h is smaller. Further, M3G2M, 2 always perform the
best. These results in the HAD dataset are consistent with our
previous results, showing the robustness of our models.

V. CONCLUSION

In face of the growing meters, system components, and even
new systems, this paper proposes a Heterogeneous Transfer
Learning framework for power systems, with special attention
on data heterogeneity. Specifically, we first model the grid’s
uncertainty as a multi-modal Gaussian Graphical Model and
try to transfer cross-model knowledge. Thus, we propose a
merging process, with the help of physical constraints, to
mix two multi-modal GGMs’ common information from sub-
spaces, yielding a Merged Multi-Modal Gaussian Graphical
Model (M3G2M ). To estimate parameters of M3G2M , we
prove the non-convexity of MLE for M3G2M and further
develop a novel Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
Finally, we consider the case when there are no clear physical
constraints to guarantee positive transfer. Then, we develop
a KL-Divergence-based measure to quantify the distribution
similarity and model transferability. Therefore, our M3G2M
can be applied to various physical systems. Extensive results
to power systems and human action-sensing systems are
conducted to validate our methods.
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